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ABSTRACT
Polymeric foams are used extensively as the core of sandwich structures in
automotive and aerospace industries. Normally, several experiments are nec-
essary to obtain the required properties to model the response of crushable
foams using finite element analysis (FEA). Hence, this research aims to develop
a simple and reliable calibration process for extracting the physical parameters
which are required by the material model available in the commercial FE
package Abaqus. To do this, a set of experimental tests, including uniaxial
compression, uniaxial tension and shear punch tests, is proposed. All the
experimental tests were also simulated, and generally, good correlations
between experiments and numerical models were obtained. The validity of the
overall approach was finally demonstrated using an indentation test in which
the foam was subjected to a more complex mixed mode loading. During these
indentation tests, digital image correlation was used to observe full-field strain
distribution in the foam under the indenter. Good agreement between the
experimental results and the numerical predictions was found for load–dis-
placement response, failure mode and strain distribution.
Introduction
To improve the efficiency of vehicles, reducing the
weight of structures has become a major target in
automotive and aerospace industries. To achieve this
goal, several classes of materials have emerged in the
last decade as alternatives to more traditional con-
struction materials. Sandwich panels with skins
made of fibre reinforced composites and core made of
a lightweight material are now used widely in the
aerospace sector. The application of composite
sandwich structures in the automotive industry is
also growing because of the advantages of these
structures, such as high stiffness to weight ratio and
high energy absorption capabilities.
Selection of a suitable core material for a sandwich
structure is a crucial part of the design process to
have components which are lightweight and have
adequate impact (crash) resistance. There are several
materials which have been used for the core of
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Polymers
sandwich structures, including aluminium or poly-
meric foams, aluminium lattice, honeycombs, balsa
and cork. Nowadays, transportation industries are
particularly interested in the use of polymeric foams
as the core of crushable devices, due to the wide
variety of synthetic polymers (available in various
densities) and their capability for absorbing large
amounts of energy, especially when loaded in com-
pression. Due to their complex microstructure, the
mechanical response of foams depends on several
structural factors including density, cell size, wall
thickness and cell geometry [1–3], as well as loading
conditions. To model the response of crushable
foams, several mechanical properties need to be
extracted from experimental tests for calibrating the
material models which are available in commercial
Finite Element (FE) packages.
Various material models are available to analyse
foams, with ‘‘Crushable Foam’’ being the most com-
monly used one in the commercial FE package Aba-
qus. This material model is based on the constitutive
equations developed by Deshpande and Fleck [4]. In
their study, Deshpande and Fleck [4] investigated the
evolution of the yield surface of two metallic foams
under uniaxial and hydrostatic compression loading.
A number of proportional axisymmetric stress paths
were studied using a triaxial cell. Then, by varying
the applied pressure, authors were able to extract a
number of points in the mean stress–von Mises
effective stress space. They concluded that the yield
surface was of quadratic shape and it evolved with-
out corner formation (i.e. elliptical shape). It should
be noted that only the stress–strain data obtained
from uniaxial and hydrostatic compression tests were
used to calibrate the model. To validate their work,
Deshpande and Fleck used their constitutive model
to predict the yield strength of the foams under ten-
sile and shear loading (i.e. loading conditions differ-
ent from those of calibration). Their results suggested
a good agreement between the predicted strengths
and the experimental values from previous work on
the same metallic foams by Harte et al. [5].
Deshpande and Fleck also studied the applicability
of their constitutive model for two specific PVC
foams [6]. Materials were tested under different
loading conditions, including: hydrostatic compres-
sion, hydrostatic tension, uniaxial compression, uni-
axial tension and pure shear. Two multi-axial loading
systems were used to investigate the response of the
foams under different combinations of tension and
compression. In addition, the shear behaviour was
studied using the ‘‘Arcan’’ test. They found that the
assumptions which were made for the metallic foams
(i.e. similar strengths in uniaxial compression, uni-
axial tension, hydrostatic compression and pure
shear) did not apply for the PVC foams. The yield
strengths of the material were not similar in different
loading conditions. These results highlight that
material characterisation is essential in order to be
able to calibrate numerical models for each particular
foam system. It should also be mentioned that
Deshpande and Fleck [6] defined ‘‘yield’’ strength in
tension and shear of their foam materials as the
intersection of the extrapolation of the linear and
nonlinear regions in the stress–strain curve. This
defined concept of ‘‘yielding’’ in polymeric foams
does not have the same micromechanics of defor-
mation as, for example, metal yielding has. The
deviation from the elastic trend can be a combination
of accumulative damage and/or some local plastic
deformation within the cell walls before the final
fracture in a brittle manner [1, 7]. However, it is very
challenging to model these detailed mechanisms and,
therefore, a phenomenological rather than mecha-
nistic approach has been adopted for the determina-
tion of yield strengths as previously employed by
Deshpande and Fleck [6].
As already mentioned, the ‘‘Crushable Foam’’
model which is considered in this investigation uses
the expressions from the constitutive model devel-
oped by Deshpande and Fleck [4] to create the yield
surface of the material, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
surface is defined by Eqs. (1)–(4) [8], and they require
the definition of physical parameters in order to
predict the response of the material. In particular,
three main inputs are needed for defining the yield
envelope in the hydrostatic pressure (p)–von Mises
stress (q) space, including hydrostatic compressive
strength (pc), hydrostatic tensile strength (pt) and
uniaxial compressive yield strength (rc). In Abaqus,
pc and pt are introduced as the ratios of uniaxial
compressive yield strength to hydrostatic compres-
sive strength (K) and hydrostatic tensile strength to
hydrostatic compressive strength (Kt), respectively.
The stress–strain curve under uniaxial compressive
loading is also needed to define the densification
process of the foam and hence the hardening (intro-
duced in the model as a and represented as a line in
Fig. 1). If necessary, the material model allows the
definition of strain rate dependency, which shifts the
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uniaxial compressive stress–strain curve in the
numerical model. Note that the definition of the
previously mentioned parameters as inputs would
recreate the yield surface using three points well
separated in the p–q space, which would be desirable.
Nevertheless, the extraction of hydrostatic strengths
requires complex testing set-ups, complicating the
calibration process of the material model.
p pcpt2
 2
pcþpt
2
 2 þ
q2
a pcþpt2
 2 ¼ 1 ð1Þ
K ¼ rc
pc
ð2Þ
Kt ¼ pt
pc
ð3Þ
a ¼ 3Kﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3Kt þ Kð Þ 3 Kð Þ
p ð4Þ
Extracting the material parameters from experi-
mental results is then another challenge, as no stan-
dard process has been established for crushable
foams. In general, the compressive behaviour is well
established and it can be tested easily [1, 9–18].
However, a simple and reliable methodology for
extracting the main features of the tensile and shear
responses (i.e. tensile and shear moduli, yielding
points, ultimate strengths or failure strains) has yet to
be achieved. Although there are now a number of
studies which have considered the characterisation of
crushable foams under tensile and shear conditions
[5, 6, 9, 16, 18–22], there is not yet any standard
experimental procedures for extracting the strengths
of the material. For instance, with regards to the
tensile response of polymeric foams, dog bone spec-
imens are often used, although the geometry of the
samples varies depending on the publication. Some
researchers [5, 6, 16, 18, 19, 22] did not mention any
standard on which their specimens were based,
whereas other authors [9, 20] conducted their tensile
tests according to ASTM C297 [23], which does not
even consider dog bone specimens. In addition to the
different options which have been reported to study
the tensile behaviour of foams, several experimental
procedures were found in the literature to study the
shear response. For example, [4, 6] referred to private
communication when they presented results for
double-lap shear tests; in [6, 22], the shear properties
of the foams were extracted by conducting Arcan
tests; other authors performed single-lap shear tests
[9, 20, 21] according to ASTM C273 [24]; elsewhere,
[16] single-lap shear tests were conducted on pris-
matic specimens with an I-shaped cross section (with
shear deformation occurring only in the web of the
I-beam); finally, some authors [19] designed a custom
fixture in order to study the shear behaviour, as they
were concerned about friction effects from the test
proposed in ASTM C273 [24].
Since it was found that there were many possibil-
ities regarding the experimental tests which could be
Figure 1 Yield surface of the ‘‘Crushable Foam’’ material model,
including the points which are used in the proposed calibration
process. rt is the uniaxial tensile yield strength; rc is the uniaxial
compressive yield strength; s is the shear strength; notation ‘‘0’’
refers to the original yield surface (prior to suffer hardening).
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conducted to characterise this type of material, this
paper aims to propose a systematic process for cali-
brating the ‘‘Crushable Foam’’ material model avail-
able in Abaqus. The approach which is proposed in
this study was developed by characterising two dif-
ferent polymeric foams under three well-defined
stress states: uniaxial compression, tension and shear.
Hence, this methodology aims to provide an alter-
native to the more challenging hydrostatic tests.
Finally, the validity of the calibration process was
checked under mixed loading conditions using an
indentation test. Digital image correlation (DIC) was
employed during the indentation test to monitor the
strain distribution under this multi-axial loading
condition. The test was then simulated using FEA,
and the numerical predictions were correlated with
the experimental results.
Materials and methods
Materials
Two closed cell rigid cellular foams with the same
parent polymer but with different characteristics (i.e.
different density, cell size and manufacturing pro-
cess) were considered in this study. These two foams
will be referred as foam A and foam B, respectively.
The density of foam A was about 30% lower than
density of foam B, with relative densities of around
6% and 9%, respectively [6, 9, 25]. A comparison
between the cell sizes is illustrated in the photomi-
crographs shown in Fig. 2, obtained by Bragagnolo
(private communication, 2018) using scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM). It was determined that the
characteristic cell size was 400 lm and 50 lm for
foams A and B, respectively. Regarding the manu-
facturing process, foam A was created following the
traditional foaming process. After manufacturing the
material in bulk, the foam was machined to the
desired shape and geometry. On the other hand,
foam B was manufactured by placing polymer pellets
in a mould which then expanded and created the
final material with the shape of the mould.
Calibration methodology
The yield surface of the ‘‘Crushable Foam’’ material
model can be recreated following Eqs. (1)–(4) [8],
which were introduced in ‘‘Introduction’’ section. As
discussed before, using hydrostatic compressive
strength, hydrostatic tensile strength and uniaxial
compressive yield strength as the main inputs for
calibrating, the model is beneficial, as these points are
well separated in the p–q space. However, obtaining
those parameters requires a very complex test set-up,
including tests in a pressurised environment. Alter-
natively, the yield surface can also be calibrated using
three other points in the p–q space, including uniaxial
tension (p ¼ rt=3; q ¼ rt), uniaxial compression
(p ¼ rc=3; q ¼ rc) and pure shear (p ¼ 0; q ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
s),
where rt, rc and s represent uniaxial tensile strength,
uniaxial compressive yield strength and shear yield
strength of the foam, respectively. Although these
points are much closer together in the p–q space, we
believe that they are sufficiently separated to recreate
the yield surface in a relatively accurate manner.
Obtaining these values, however, requires much
simpler experimental arrangements. The shape of the
yield surface as well as the location of these three
points is introduced in Fig. 1.
Figure 2 Comparison between the microstructure of: a foam A
and b foam B. Images were taken using SEM.
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It should be noted that because of the difficulty of
obtaining hydrostatic compressive and tensile
strength values, many researchers [4, 6, 9, 15] assume
constant ratios of the uniaxial compressive yield
strength to hydrostatic compressive strength (K) and
the hydrostatic tensile strength to hydrostatic com-
pressive strength (Kt), based on the experiments
which were conducted on other foams. The accuracy
of the calibration process which is proposed in this
study will be assessed later using a more complex
multi-axial loading case, and the predictions of the
numerical model will be compared to experimental
results in ‘‘Validation of the calibration process
through an indentation test’’ section.
Experimental tests
Uniaxial compression tests were conducted following
ASTM C365/C365 M-16 [26] and undertaken at room
temperature. Rectangular samples were used for both
foams, with a cross-sectional area of 25 mm 9 25
mm. The thickness of foam A was 17 mm, while
15-mm-thick specimens were tested for foam B.
Samples were tested using a screw-driven Instron
5500R-1185 machine with a cross-head speed of
0.5 mm/min, as recommended by the standard. A
100-kN load cell and the cross-head displacement
were used to measure the load–displacement curves.
According to the standard, at least five repetitions
should be carried unless valid results could be
obtained using fewer samples. In this case, excellent
repeatability was observed and only three specimens
were tested for each foam.
Uniaxial tensile tests were based on BS ISO
1926:2009 [27] and undertaken at room temperature.
The geometry of the specimens was slightly modified
with respect to the standard to promote failure within
the gauge length. Final dimensions are shown in
Fig. 3, where t shows the thickness of the specimens:
16 mm for foam A and 15 mm in the case of foam B.
To fix the samples onto the testing rig, an 8-mm hole
was drilled in each grip zone and, in order to avoid
the failure of the foam in the hole areas, both ends
were reinforced with 2-mm-thick end tabs made of
glass fibre (Tufnol). A screw-driven Instron 5500R-
6025 machine was employed, and tests were con-
ducted with a cross-head speed of 1 mm/min. The
load–displacement curves were recorded using the
cross-head displacement and a 100-kN load cell. Five
specimens were tested for each foam, following the
standard recommendations.
Shear punch tests were performed according to
ASTM D732-17 [28] at room temperature. A sche-
matic of the sample geometry and the cross section of
the set-up is illustrated in Fig. 4. Samples consisted of
blocks with a square cross-sectional area of
50 mm 9 50 mm and a thickness of 3 mm. The
punch diameter was 19.90 mm, and it was pushed
through a 20-mm hole using a screw-driven AG–X
Shimadzu machine with a cross-head speed of
1.25 mm/min. The load–displacement response was
measured using a 100-kN load cell and the cross-
head displacement. Following the standard, five
specimens were tested to check the repeatability of
the results.
It should be mentioned that despite similarity in
cross-head speed, the nominal strain rate that mate-
rial experienced was different for various loading
conditions. For both foams A and B, the nominal
strain rate was 0.0005 s-1, 0.0003 s-1 and 0.007 s-1
for uniaxial compression, uniaxial tension and shear,
respectively. In a separate test, not reported in this
paper, we examine the strain rate sensitivity of both
foams under uniaxial compression for strain rates
ranged between 0.0005 s-1 and 0.005 s-1. For the
range considered, it was found out that strain rate
only has a modest effect on yield strength (i.e. an
increase in strain rate by an order of magnitude only
caused 7% increase in yield strength). Therefore, we
believe that that it is reasonable to use these data,
although slightly in different strain rates, as input for
our calibration process in quasi-static loading.
A schematic of the indentation test is included in
Fig. 5, including dimensions. The test consisted of a
140 mm 9 140 mm block of foam (different thickness
depending on the foam) fixed at the bottom with a
screw clamp and loaded by displacing a cylindrical
steel indenter at 1 mm/min. A screw-driven Instron
5982 machine was used, and 3D-DIC was employed
using a set of two synchronised Manta G-917B ASG
cameras. The speckle was spray painted on the sur-
face of the foam which was facing the cameras. An
initial layer of white paint was applied to the surface
on which black speckles (to create contrast) were
sprayed in a non-repetitive pattern. The average
speckle size was 0.32 mm for foam A and 0.03 mm
for foam B, and they are illustrated in Fig. 6.
Although both speckles were created following the
same process, it was found that the large number of
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imperfections which were present on the surface of
foam B (such as voids between grain boundaries)
made it more complicated to generate a higher
quality speckle. This is observed in Fig. 6b, where
some areas present a less homogeneous speckle pat-
tern than foam A. Two repetitions were conducted
for each foam at room temperature, and the load–
displacement response was measured using a 100-kN
load cell and the cross-head displacement.
Finite element modelling
Numerical simulations were performed with Aba-
qus/Explicit (Abaqus 2017), using the ‘‘Crushable
Foam’’ material model. For all cases, the parts were
meshed with hex elements and enhanced hourglass
control (C3D8R). Rigid bodies were discretised using
R3D4 elements in the shear and indentation tests. An
illustration of the FE models for uniaxial tension,
shear and indentation tests is presented in Fig. 7.
Note that since the strain hardening in the model was
Figure 3 Dimensions of the samples for uniaxial tensile tests (in mm), where t is 16 mm for foam A and 15 mm for foam B.
Figure 4 Schematic of the
shear punch test: a dimensions
of the foam specimens (in
mm); b cross section of the
test set-up.
Figure 5 Schematic of the
mixed mode indentation test,
including a table with the
dimensions of the set-up.
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calibrated using stress–strain data under uniaxial
compression, the simulations under those loading
conditions are not included in this paper. With
regards to the boundary conditions, the tensile sam-
ple was fully constrained on the bottom surface and a
constant velocity was applied to the nodes on the top
surface; for the shear punch test, the bottom surface
of the foam was clamped, except for the area under
the indenter, and a constant velocity was applied to
the reference point of the punch; for the indentation
test, the front and rear surfaces were clamped over
the bottom 40 mm (see Fig. 5), as well as the bottom
surface, and a constant velocity was applied to the
reference point on the indenter. For the tensile and
shear punch tests, the interaction between the rigid
bodies and the foam was introduced as a general
contact with a friction coefficient of 0.2. Even though
the experiments were conducted at quasi-static rates,
the velocity which was defined for all models was
2000 mm/s in order to reduce computational time.
However, the model only included the material
properties from quasi-static tests and the effect of the
loading rate was not considered. In addition, to check
that this approach was still valid, other two condi-
tions were confirmed: (i) the applied velocity was not
greater than 1% of the speed of sound in the material;
(ii) the total kinetic energy did not exceed 10% of the
value of the total internal energy.
Regarding the model of the punch, a fillet of
0.5 mm radius was introduced around the periphery
of the part to avoid stress concentrations in the foam.
In addition, for the punch simulation, the foam was
meshed so that more elements were located under
the punch. A representation of the fillet and the ele-
ment distribution in one quarter of the foam are
shown in Fig. 8. For the tensile and indentation tests,
the element size was 1 mm, whereas the minimum
element size which was defined for the shear punch
test was 0.3 mm. Different meshes were considered
to see how sensitive the models were with respect to
element size. To do so, each model was meshed with
different element sizes, and for each case, the reaction
force was extracted at the same displacement. As
observed in Fig. 9, results for both tensile and
indentation tests became insensitive to the size of the
mesh for elements smaller than 4 mm. For the shear
punch test, a much finer mesh (i.e. elements smaller
than 0.6 mm) was necessary to remove this depen-
dency. This was caused by the localised deformation
in the area between the punch and the die, as will be
explained later in ‘‘Calibration of the material model’’
section. It was also found that defining more ele-
ments under the fillet of the punch increased the
Figure 6 Image of the speckle used to measure the strain ﬁelds
during the indentation tests using DIC: a foam A; b foam B.
Figure 7 Representation of
the FE models for: a uniaxial
tensile test; b mid-section of
the shear punch test;
c indentation test.
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computational time excessively, and no remarkable
improvement in the numerical predictions was
reported.
To introduce failure, a user-defined field
(VUSDFLD) subroutine was incorporated into the
modelling to delete elements. Deletion was triggered
when a maximum strain criterion was satisfied. In
particular, it took into account the failure strains in
tension and shear in a non-interactive manner.
Compressive failure was not considered, since the
material should keep densifying under compression
and no damage evolution was included. The values
for the failure strains were determined from the
corresponding experimental tests.
Results and discussion
Preliminary assessment of the calibration
process
As a first step for assessing the potential applicability
of the calibration process which is proposed in this
research, data for two PVC foams were used to
recreate their yield surfaces. In particular, Deshpande
and Fleck [6] gathered information with regards to
the mechanical properties of two Divinycell foams,
named H100 and H200, respectively, under uniaxial
compression, uniaxial tension, shear, hydrostatic
compression and hydrostatic tension. The data from
the first three tests were used with Eqs. (1)–(4) fol-
lowing the calibration process proposed in ‘‘Calibra-
tion methodology’’ section, and the predicted
hydrostatic strengths were compared to the values
which were measured by Deshpande and Fleck [6].
Figure 10 illustrates a comparison between the
resulting yield surfaces for both PVC foams gener-
ated with the traditional and the new calibration
processes.
It was found that the yield surface recreated by
fitting the equations of the constitutive model with
Figure 8 Detail of the FE
model of the shear punch test:
a ﬁllet of the punch; b element
distribution in the foam.
Figure 9 Study of the effect of element size in the FE models of:
a uniaxial tensile test; b shear punch test; c indentation test. The
reaction force was extracted at the same displacement for different
meshes when both foams were considered.
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the measurements from uniaxial compressive, uni-
axial tensile and shear tests predicted the values of
hydrostatic tension with good level of accuracy for
both foams. A larger discrepancy was observed
between the model predictions, using the new cali-
bration process, and experimentally measured
hydrostatic compressive strength values. It should be
mentioned however, that the conventional calibration
process, using uniaxial compressive yield strength,
hydrostatic tensile strength and hydrostatic com-
pressive strength as input parameters, significantly
underpredicts the yield strength values for shear and
tension. Therefore, despite the underestimation of the
hydrostatic strength values in compression, the
methodology proposed here seems to be a promising
alternative for recreating the yield surface of the
constitutive model in a simple and systematic way.
Indeed, the new calibration process can even give
better predictions for stress states more dominated by
tension or shear.
Experimental tests for calibrating
the material model
Once the preliminary assessment of the calibration
process based on data for other foam systems had
been undertaken, the two materials which are con-
sidered in this investigation were subjected to uni-
axial compression and uniaxial tensile tests at quasi-
static rates, as detailed in ‘‘Experimental tests’’ sec-
tion. Experimental results for tension and compres-
sion showed a high level of repeatability. An example
of test results for uniaxial compression on foam A is
shown in Fig. 11, where excellent repeatability can be
observed.
The responses of foams A and B under those
loading conditions are presented in Fig. 12a and b,
respectively. The standard error of the mechanical
properties which were extracted from these tests is
included in Table 1. Whilst the failure mechanisms in
tension and compression may be different, the ratio
of maximum tensile stress to compressive plateau
stress highlights the fact that both foams would
present remarkably different failure surfaces in the p–
q space. This is believed to be the result of the dif-
ferences in the microstructure (including cell size and
wall thickness) of the two foams, which affect the
collapse mechanisms of the cells within the material
[1, 4, 6–11, 23]. The yield strengths were considered
as the intersection of the back extrapolation of the
linear elastic and nonlinear regions, as explained by
Deshpande and Fleck in [6]. As discussed in ‘‘Intro-
duction’’ section, the assumption of elasto-plasticity
may not be correct mechanistically, since it is not
clear that the foam systems which were considered
for this study actually yielded under tensile loading.
However, it does provide a way to describe the
response phenomenologically. This concept is illus-
trated for the response of foam A in Fig. 13.
Finally, results for the shear punch tests are illus-
trated in Fig. 14 for foams A and B. The stress was
calculated following the ASTM D732-17 [28]; the load
Figure 10 Comparison between the yield surfaces generated with the traditional and the new calibration processes: a Divinycell H100;
b Divinycell H200.
Figure 11 Repeatability of the uniaxial compression test on
Foam A.
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was divided by the product of the circumference of
the punch by the thickness of the sample. As with
compression, the shear strength of foam A was lower
than that of foam B. Although the deformation of the
sample was not visible during the test, studying the
deformed specimens afterwards suggested that the
failure was mainly driven by shear but small areas
under the punch seemed to have suffered densifica-
tion as well. Hence, it was assumed that the yielding
was caused by shear and then, the subsequent non-
linear region was a combination of shear (dominant
stress) and some compression. Section ‘‘Calibration of
the material model’’ will refer to this assumption,
when the FE model data are discussed. Figure 14 also
shows that, while the trends of the observed beha-
viour were repeatable, some level of variability was
seen for this particular loading condition.
Calibration of the material model
From the proposed experimental tests, mechanical
properties were extracted for calibrating the ‘‘Crush-
able Foam’’ material model and they are introduced
Figure 12 Stress–strain results for uniaxial compression (continuous line) and uniaxial tensile (dotted line) behaviour of: a foam A;
b foam B.
Table 1 Material properties
of both foams which are
necessary for calibrating the
‘‘Crushable Foam’’ material
model in Abaqus
Feature Foam A Foam B
Compressive elastic modulus (MPa) 39.32 ± 0.09 123.32 ± 0.38
Tensile elastic modulus (MPa) 92.43 ± 0.07 143.56 ± 0.12
Compressive yield strength (MPa) 1.30 ± 0.01 1.90 ± 0.01
Tensile strength (MPa) 2.43 ± 0.07 2.03 ± 0.05
Shear yield strength (MPa) 0.86 ± 0.04 1.54 ± 0.07
Figure 13 Determination of the tensile yield strength of foam A
as the intersection of the back extrapolation of the linear elastic
and nonlinear regions.
Figure 14 Shear stress–displacement curves obtained from shear punch tests on: a foam A; b foam B.
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in Table 1, including the corresponding variability
due to the repeatability of the tests. The material
model was then calibrated by fitting these data in
Eqs. (1)–(4), as explained in ‘‘Calibration methodol-
ogy’’ section, so the yield surface of the foam was
recreated. To illustrate this, the resulting yield sur-
faces of both foams are presented in Fig. 15. From the
corresponding fittings, the uniaxial compressive
strength to hydrostatic compressive strength ratio
(K) and the hydrostatic tensile strength to hydrostatic
compressive strength ratio (Kt), which are required
by the material model, can be extracted: for foam A,
K was equal to 1.94, whereas Kt was 3.63; for foam B,
K was 2.495 and Kt had a value of 1.148.
Uniaxial tension and shear conditions were simu-
lated as a first step for validating the calibration
process. Comparisons between Finite Element mod-
els and experimental tests are illustrated in Figs. 16
and 17 for tension, showing a good correlation
between numerical results and experiments. With
regards to the shear punch tests, Fig. 18 presents
comparisons between the stress–displacement curves
which were obtained experimentally and the
responses predicted by the FE models. The numerical
results exhibited a good correlation with those
obtained experimentally for both foams. In addition,
in ‘‘Experimental tests for calibrating the material
model’’ section, it was stated that experimental
observations suggested that the yielding was driven
by shear and the subsequent nonlinear region was a
combination of compressive and shear yielding. Since
those assumptions could not be checked during the
tests, the stresses were studied in the FE models at
the yielding point and at a subsequent point in the
nonlinear region. Figure 19 illustrates the stresses for
foam A, and it was seen how the yielding was caused
by the shear stress and that for higher displacements,
small areas under the punch also suffered some
compressive yielding. The same observations were
made for foam B, validating the assumptions made in
‘‘Experimental tests for calibrating the material
model’’ section.
Validation of the calibration process
through an indentation test
The material properties which were generated from
the proposed calibration process were used to simu-
late a more complex indentation test which involved
multi-axial loading of the foam under the indenter.
Figure 20 represents the load–displacement curve
extracted from the test conducted on foam A, along
with the predicted FE results. The densification of the
foam under the cylindrical roller was visible from
early stages of deformation (i.e. at an indenter dis-
placement of around 3 mm). The densification con-
tinued until two brittle macroscopic cracks developed
at around 65 degrees with respect to the horizontal
axis at indenter displacement of around 39 mm. The
cracks then joined together instantaneously and
formed an additional crack parallel to the loading
direction, which split the specimen in two parts on
the mid-plane. The FE model predicted a fairly
accurate load–displacement curve, as shown in
Fig. 20 and element deletion started at an indenter
displacement of 10.6 mm, developing two final 70.1
degree macroscopic cracks (i.e. about 9% difference
in crack angle with respect to the experimental
cracks) at an indenter displacement of 38.7 mm. By
analysing the numerical results, it was found that the
model removed elements due to shear failure. Fig-
ure 21 compares the post-test specimen with the final
deformed shape predicted by the FE model, where it
is seen how the numerical model was not capable of
Figure 15 Yield surfaces of both polymeric foams for the ‘‘Crushable Foam’’ model, calibrated by ﬁtting the material strengths into the
equations of the constitutive model: a foam A; b foam B.
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reproducing the brittle crack parallel to the loading
direction (i.e. the two cracks did not break the sample
in two parts instantaneously after they joined
together).
Similarly, the correlation between the load–dis-
placement curves of the indentation test and its cor-
responding FE model for foam B is illustrated in
Fig. 22. For this foam, the failure process presented
Figure 16 Correlation between experiments and FEA for uniaxial tensile test conducted on a foam A and b foam B: stress–strain
response.
Figure 17 Correlation between experiments and FEA for uniaxial tensile tests (ﬁnal state): a foam A (test); b foam A (FEA); c foam B
(test); d foam B (FEA).
Figure 18 Correlation between experiments and FEA for shear punch test conducted on a foam A and b foam b: stress–displacement
response.
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different stages; the densification was localised under
the indenter from the beginning; then, an initial crack
appeared on only one of the sides of the roller at an
indenter displacement around 10 mm. As the
indentation continued, the first crack propagated
towards one of the exterior edges at around 51
degrees with respect to the horizontal axis of the
specimen, while a second one initiated on the other
side of the sample. Then, the cracks broke the com-
ponent into different parts as soon as they reached
the exterior edges. Finally, the foam suffered buck-
ling and a crack perpendicular to the loading direc-
tion grew on top of the clamping area. In Fig. 22,
some discrepancies between numerical and experi-
Figure 19 Study of the
stresses in the FE model of the
shear punch test on foam A:
a shear stress at the yielding
point of the stress–
displacement curve;
b compressive stress at the
yielding point of the stress–
displacement curve; c shear
stress at a displacement of
0.4 mm; d compressive stress
at a displacement of 0.4 mm.
Units in MPa. Note that the
shear yield strength of foam A
was 0.85 MPa, while the
compressive yield strength
was 1.3 MPa.
Figure 20 Correlation between experiments and FEA for
indentation test conducted on foam A: load–displacement
response.
Figure 21 Comparison
between the ﬁnal deformed
shapes of the specimens for
indentation test conducted on
foam A: a real specimen; b FE
model.
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mental results are observed and they are thought to
be caused by the micromechanics of the failure pro-
cess of the foam, which are not captured by the
‘‘Crushable Foam’’ model. In addition, Fig. 23 pre-
sents a comparison between the test and the FE
model regarding the failure of the foam at different
stages. The FE model predicted cracks at 57.5 degrees
(i.e. about 13% difference in the crack angle with
respect to the experimental cracks), and according to
the model, element deletion was triggered by tensile
failure followed by some elements being deleted due
to tension and others due to shear failure. This fact
can also be a reason for the discrepancies in the load–
displacement curve, since the element deletion was
based on a non-interactive maximum strain criterion.
The non-symmetric crack growth in the FE model
was caused by the high sensitivity of the subroutine
to small differences in strain values, which triggered
element deletion earlier on one side, creating stress
concentrations which promoted crack propagation.
As observed in Fig. 23, however, the final deformed
shape correlated well with the tests.
The strain development in the foam was monitored
throughout the loading using DIC. The full-field
strain measurements were also used to validate the
numerical predictions, and Figs. 24 and 25 show the
full-field strain contours on the surface of the foam at
indenter displacements of 8.70 mm and 7.50 mm for
foam A and B, respectively. It should be noted that
for displacements greater than the values mentioned
above, the DIC data were not reliable because of the
extensive crushing which occurred under the inden-
ter. At the displacements illustrated in Figs. 24 and
25, the strain fields were successfully predicted for
both foams A and B, except from the area directly
under the cylindrical indenter. In that region, the FE
models predicted high strain values, whereas exper-
imental results did not show similar values. Once
again, this may be caused by the densification of the
foam under the indenter, which resulted in the loss of
DIC data due to the deterioration of the speckle
quality. On the other hand, as stated in ‘‘Preliminary
assessment of the calibration process’’ section, the
proposed calibration process seems to underestimate
the hydrostatic compressive strength. Hence, it could
be argued that this difference between the numerical
model predictions and the experimental results might
be caused by this discrepancy. To check this, the FE
models were analysed further. It was observed that
the stress state of the material under the indenter was
far from hydrostatic compression. On the contrary,
for these loading conditions, compression, tension
and shear were the dominant stresses, which means
that the new calibration process should be predicting
more accurate results, as discussed in ‘‘Preliminary
assessment of the calibration process’’ section.
In summary, despite some discrepancies between
the experimental and numerical results, especially at
large deformation, the FE models were able to suc-
cessfully predict the deformation as well as the fail-
ure modes in a complex multi-axial loading scenario.
The energy absorbed during the indentation of the
foam by a cylindrical indenter is compared in Table 2
for the experimental and numerical results. The
energy absorption values were calculated by inte-
grating the areas under the load–displacement curves
in Figs. 20 and 22. For foam A, the energy absorption
was calculated for the same displacement at which
the final failure occurred during the experimental
tests. It can be seen how using the calibration process
which is proposed in this study provided good esti-
mations of the energy absorbed by both foams under
this complex loading condition. In addition, it was
found that the difference between experimental and
numerical values was consistent for both foams.
Concluding remarks
Two polymeric foams were used to determine the
material characteristics required for the Crushable
Foam material model. The methodology which is
proposed in this study provides an alternative to a
series of complex hydrostatic tests by conducting
simple uniaxial compression, uniaxial tensile and
Figure 22 Correlation between experiments and FEA for
indentation test conducted on foam B: load–displacement
response.
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shear punch tests. This new set of experiments pro-
vides information regarding the tensile and shear
strengths that allow the yield surface of the material
model to be determined. The experimental tests were
successfully simulated for these loading scenarios.
The calibrated material model was then validated by
an indentation test which involved a complex multi-
axial loading case. DIC was also employed to monitor
the strain field under this condition and validate the
FE model predictions. Good agreement was observed
in terms of load–displacement curves, failure mech-
anisms, absorbed energy and strain contours.
Figure 23 Comparison
between experiment and FE
model regarding the
indentation evolution for test
conducted on foam B: a ﬁrst
visible crack at indenter
displacement of 9.68 mm;
b crack growth at indenter
displacement of 24.50 mm;
c ﬁnal deformed shape.
Figure 24 Comparison of
compressive strain (eyy)
contour between DIC and FEA
for foam A at 8.70 mm in the
load–displacement curve.
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